
THE DIFFERENT VIEWS ON THE AUTHENTICITY OF TOURISM

Authentic travel is a big buzzword in the tourism industry, but what does it mean? Of course people in a community often
have different views about what is or.

An example is when tourists enter a forest to spot the famous Quetzal bird and being so keen on seeing it, they
do not look for anything else â€” no ImpCal intake therefore. Under the influence of globalizing tendencies
among others, many things tend to look more or less the same. As far as tourism is regarded, however,
existential authenticity or inauthenticity may also refer to the host community. The most prominent scholars
who reviewed authenticity in the light of this theory were Boorstin and MacCanell. The site is authentic,
because an authority has declared it authentic. Another case is that of an old church. They have been
developed specifically for tourists or they already existed and have been provided with the necessary
infrastructure, such as roads, hotels or souvenir shops. If that's a Big Mac in New York so be it! How well a
tourist can observe ImpCal intake , how expectations patterns are set and to what extent a tourist tries to smell
new flavours or eat different dishes depend on each tourist individually. For example, by going fishing you
can relax your own Being, thus converting the experience into something authentic for the inner-person.
According to him, it is the opposition familiar-far away which forms the basis of tourist motivation and
authenticity is secondary as only certain authentic elements are sought by tourists. Thus, the same object could
have different authenticity, depending on the person and his or her beliefs, knowledge etc. There are different
versions of authenticity for the same object. Perhaps not greatly. So, in our experience at Responsible Travel
authenticity is more about soul than it is about 'original or traditional'. Groups of curious travellers could be
seen roaming down residential streets, taking pictures with locals and even entering gardens. Because of the
vulnerability associated with it it's highly unlikely that any community or person will open up acting in an
unprotected way to create an authentic experience unless they feel secure and fairly treated and remunerated.
He introduces the term of staged authenticity22 â€” space 17 Hillman, W. Do 'original and traditional' really
help us understand what is authentic? The third basic approach is the one defined by Wang as existential
authenticity On the contrary, they are absolutely aware that they are presented with a pseudo-event,
deliberately created for them and inauthentic, so what the modern tourist actually seeks is inauthenticity. One
may put the car in a museum, but obviously the contextual authenticity cannot be fulfilled. We had already
mentioned that travellers have a compulsory element as reason for travelling. As already mentioned, the
authentic state of being in this case is the one that corresponds to 4 Dutton, Denis  Carnival voluntourism
cruises Is travel writing in the press independent? Sarah Ban Breathnach When you read more about human
psychology you learn about the 'protected self' - the barriers we create and use to hide our hopes, fears and
insecurities from others. Two of them, the main Impsource and the side Impsource, are specifically intended
for tourists. However, if the locals wear these dresses anyway, with or without the tourists, obviously we can
call this object related authenticity and even part of a heritage. Engler lists the following possible reasons for
this seemingly contradictory phenomenon: moral energy the duty to truth dictated by Christian concept of
guilt ; class affiliation staged experiences are defamed as kitsch by the higher social class ; tourism marketing
a consequence of the previous two. In addition to these perspectives, there is a typology applicable specifically
to heritage tourism. The sense of wonder about different places and ways of life seems to me to be the
essential emotion of travel. Whether the experience will really touch the inner-person or how deeply rooted the
resulting experience will be remains doubtful. In the third sense the strictest one , authenticity means being
original, which excludes reproduction. Remembering this is a good a place as any to start in experiencing
authenticity.


